Safe Movement and Storage

 INFORMATION SHEET

Midland Brick products are typically supplied in the form of a pack or part thereof. A pack consists of individual segments called leaves. Standard brick and paver packs contain four leaves.

Midland Brick may deliver product on to your site using one of the following:
- JCB Telescopic Boom Tractor
- Standard Tractor
- Crane Truck

Our sales advisors will discuss/advise the best mode of delivery for your requirements.

It is standard practice to deliver product to the verge. On request and if possible, we will endeavour to place the product within the property at a designated position. You may be required to sign an entry authority form if our driver has to enter your property or driveway, or drive over council kerbing or crossovers.

An on-site shifting service is available to lift bricks onto a first floor slab, and to load and spread product around the slab and across scaffolding. Call Midland Brick for more information and pricing.

We will block stack the product on your site and later move the product to your designated position, if possible.

To ensure the safety of people and property, we will place bricks where asked, however we reserve the right to refuse to place product where the driver believes the placement is not safe or unsuitable.

Midland Brick recommends that bricks be laid dry to promote the most effective bond with the mortar and to reduce the risk of efflorescence and manganese staining. We recommend all product be covered, preferably with plastic sheeting, until laid.

Midland Brick has specifically designed packs which allow each leaf or segment to be moved on site with the aid of a pack barrow (see below).

Follow the directions of use on the pack barrow. When storing on site, product should be placed on clean, level stable ground to avoid falling hazards, which may possibly cause damage or injury.

Take care when cutting straps to ensure that the outside bricks do not tumble. The following procedure should be used:
- Cut the corner protective plastic strip
- While standing to the front of the leaf or pack, place hand on the plastic strap to restrain the strap. Using a pair of tin snips cut the strap.
- After the strap has been cut, fold/bend strap over to avoid any sharp edges.

We will block stack the product on your site and later move the product to your designated position, if possible.

For more information about Midland Brick

Call us on 13 15 40
Visit our website at www.midlandbrick.com.au
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Pack Barrow.

Pack Barrow with one leaf ready to be moved.